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Abstract— By technology innovations, there has been a large increase within the 

utilization of Bigdata knowledge, joined of the foremost most well-liked styles of media 

thanks to its content richness, for several vital applications. To sustain Associate in 

Nursing current ascension of knowledge Bigdata, there's Associate in Nursing rising 

demand for a complicated content-based knowledge classification system. Thanks to the 

chop-chop increasing massive knowledge, abundant analysis effort has been dedicated 

to develop classification primarily based massive knowledge retrieval ways which may 

efficiently retrieve knowledge of interest. Considering the restricted man-power, it's 

abundant expected to develop retrieval ways that use options mechanically extracted 

from massive knowledge. Through Architecture-Algorithm co-design for Bigdata 

processing Applications, a scalable. Manycore processor consists of classification of 

heterogeneous cores with stream process capabilities, and zero-overhead inter-process 

communication through computer science with a hardware-software mechanism has 

been designed. This is often designed for achieving superior and low-power 

consumption, particularly thus on cut back access needed for Bigdata processing 

Applications. 

 

Keywords— classification , Bigdata , PBO(pollination based optimization ) , 

BBO(biogeography based optimization ) , Apriori. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Big data technologies are important in providing more accurate analysis, which may lead to 

more concrete decision-making resulting in greater operational efficiencies, cost reductions, 

and reduced risks for the business. To harness the power of big data, you would require an 

infrastructure that can manage and process huge volumes of structured and unstructured data in 

real time and can protect data privacy and security. There are various technologies in the 

market from different vendors including Amazon, IBM, Microsoft, etc., to handle big data. 

While looking into the technologies that handle big data, we examine the following two classes 

of technology: 

 

A.  Operational Big Data 

This includes systems like Mongo DB that provide operational capabilities for real-time, 

interactive workloads where data is primarily captured and stored. NoSQL Big Data systems 

are designed to take advantage of new cloud computing architectures that have emerged over 

the past decade to allow massive computations to be run inexpensively and efficiently. This 

makes operational big data workloads much easier to manage, cheaper, and faster to 

implement. Some NoSQL systems can provide insights into patterns and trends based on real-

time data with minimal coding and without the need for data scientists and additional 

infrastructure. 

 

B. Analytical Big Data 

This includes systems like Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) database systems and 

MapReduce that provide analytical capabilities for retrospective and complex analysis that 

may touch most or all of the data. MapReduce provides a new method of analyzing data that is 

complementary to the capabilities provided by SQL, and a system based on MapReduce that 

can be scaled up from single servers to thousands of high and low end machines. These two 

classes of technology are complementary and frequently deployed together. 

 

 

 

 BENEFITS OF BIG DATA 

Big data is really critical to our life and its emerging as one of the most important technologies 

in modern world. Follow are just few benefits which are very much known to all of us: 

 

USING THE INFORMATION KEPT IN THE SOCIAL NETWORK LIKE FACEBOOK, THE MARKETING 

AGENCIES ARE LEARNING ABOUT THE RESPONSE FOR THEIR CAMPAIGNS, PROMOTIONS, AND 

OTHER ADVERTISING MEDIUMS. 

 

USING THE INFORMATION IN THE SOCIAL MEDIA LIKE PREFERENCES AND PRODUCT PERCEPTION OF 

THEIR CONSUMERS, PRODUCT COMPANIES AND RETAIL ORGANIZATIONS ARE PLANNING THEIR 

PRODUCTION. 

 

USING THE DATA REGARDING THE PREVIOUS MEDICAL HISTORY OF PATIENTS, HOSPITALS ARE 

PROVIDING BETTER AND QUICK SERVICE. 

 

 

REVIEW 

Behrouz et. al.[15] A combination of multiple classifiers leads to a significant improvement in 

classification performance. Furthermore, by learning an appropriate weighting of the features 

used via a genetic algorithm (GA), we further improve prediction accuracy. The GA is 

demonstrated to successfully improve the accuracy of combined classifier performance, about 
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10 To 12% when comparing to non-GA classifier. This method may be of considerable 

usefulness in identifying students at risk early, especially in very large classes, and allow the 

instructor to provide appropriate advising in a timely manner. Riccardo et al. [14] proposed 

cognitive, and behavioural aspects of distance students. Course Vis is presented in the paper, 

and several examples of pictorial representations generated by the tool. Luo et. al. [21] 

Efficient meaning for sampling of data, reduction of data also needed to develop. Newly 

develop mining technique and searching algorithms that are suitable for extracting more 

different or complex relationship between fields. 

 

 

Youssef M.ESSA et. al. [25] The proposed framework is developed by using mobile agent 

and MapReduce paradigm under Java Agent Development Framework (JADE). JADE is a 

promising middleware based on the agent paradigm because it supports generic services such 

as communication support, resource discovery, content delivery, data encoding and agents 

mobility. Indeed, there are seven reasons for using mobile agents as follows: 

 

 

(1) Reduce the network load, 

 

(2) Overcome network latency, 

 

(3) Encapsulate protocols, 

 

(4) Execute asynchronously and autonomously, 

 

(5) Adapt dynamically, 

 

(6) Naturally heterogeneous and robust, and 

 

(7) Fault-tolerant 

 

So, the mobile agent is used with Hadoop to overcome the problems faced Hadoop. In the 

proposed strategy, mobile agents send both code and data to any machine. The machine can 

react dynamically for any changes in the environment. Furthermore, if a machine or 

environment down, the mobile agent can migrate to another machine with code and data. 

 

PROPOSED DESIGN 

The first step is acquiring the data set of our choice. Data set can be in form of numeric or text 

or others. Then Association rule mining is done using Apriori algorithm. Apriori algorithm 

basically consists of two steps. First is CANDIDATE GENERATION phase and the second is 

count of SUPPORT factor with THRESHOLD. If Support factor is greater than Threshold, 

Positive rules are generated and are accepted, otherwise Negative rules are generated and are 

rejected. The rules which are Positive are valid rules and rules which are declared negative by 

Support and Threshold are invalid .Valid i.e. Positive rules are presented as a input for 

Pollination based optimization. Further, rules can be changed on the basis of 

REPRODUCTION FECTOR (R) based on given formulae. 

 

R= [(A× D)/(œ + A× D)] +[((œ/(œ + A× D)× N
P
)/(A

P
 + N

P
))] – C(N + D) 

 

On the basis of Pollination based Optimization Classification is performed and rules will be 

optimized and then results will be compared with BBO.  
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Optimization is a natural process embedded in the living beings. Pollination is a process of 

transfer of pollen from male parts of flower called anther to the female part called stigma of a 

flower. Self pollination results in the development of some flower seeds, when flower of one 

plant gives the pollen and pistil both then it is said to be a self pollination and when the pollen 

and pistil are from different flowers of different plants then it is said to be a cross pollination. 

Pollinators are responsible for movement of the pollens which are further responsible for the 

reproduction by setting of seeds. But pollinators don't have any information about the benefit 

of the plant. Pollination in plants is done for the energy requirement and to produce new plants. 

The floral display, fragrance and nectar lure pollinators and leads to pollination. Some species 

of plants optimize their nectar, display and fragrance producing resources. If pollination 

process is proceeding smoothly the plants spend average resources. If pollination process is 

above normal the plants reduce expenditure on resources for producing nectar, floral display 

and fragrance in the flowers. If the pollination success goes below normal, plants increase the 

resource expenditure such that more floral display, fragrance and nectar to attract pollinator. 

As more pollinators and their number of visits increase the pollination success rate increases. 

 

PBO ALGORITHM IN DATA MINING: 

Step 1: Initialize PBO Parameter 

i. Initial Population=Number of Plants = no. of attributes 

ii. Number of weeks = no. of iterations 

iii. Number of seasons = pollination value after every iteration depends on R 

iv. Pollination weekly goal= cluster formation 
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Step 2: Randomly generate vectors. 

i. For season = 1 : number of seasons (iterations) 

ii. For week = 1: number of weeks 

iii. For k = 1: number of plants 

 

Step 3: Evaluate Reproduction Vector(R) 

R= [(A× D)/(œ + A× D)] +[((œ/(œ + A× D)× N
P
)/(A

P
 + N

P
))] – C(N + D) 

Step 4: Based on R, update number of seasons. 

Evaluate Error = Goal – R 

Step 5: Based upon error update N, D, A  

Step 6: Exit, if Error acceptable. 

 

After implementing PBO algorithm, we have implemented BBO algorithm and basic flow of 

this comparison work is given below. Rules generated by Apriori algorithm are sent as a input 

for PBO and BBO algorithm for optimization. After getting optimized rules from both of the 

optimization algorithms, these results are compared by using parameters like Precision, Recall, 

F-Measure. 

 

Results 

Now, we will see the various results ,i.e., output of apriori algorithm with PBO, then we  shall 

study the graph of support vs. confidence .Similarly, we study the output of apriori algorithm 

with BBO, then we  shall study the graph of support vs confidence. In last we compare the 

various results obtained from Apriori algorithm with PBO, Apriori algorithm with BBO and 

Apriori only through comparing precision, recall and F-factor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Result of PBO + Apriori Algorithm 
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Figure 3: Graph of algorithm is shown above. The vertical line of graph represents Support 

and horizontal line represents Confidence. As the value of confidence increases, the fitness 

vector also increases. 

 

RESULTS OF BBO+APRIORI ALGORITHM 
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Figure 4: Graph of BBO represents Support Vs Confidence. The vertical line represents Support and 

horizontal line represents Confidence. As value of Support factor increases, it represents fitness vector 

high. Optimum value of each sample is plotted. 

COMPARISON OF (PBO +APRIORI) ALGORITHM WITH (BBO+APRIORI) AND 

APRIORI 

Data name Performance  Apriori Modified Modified 

 Measures   BBO+Apriori PBO+Apriori 
      

Dataset 1 Precision .20  .32 .41 
      

 Recall .29  .31 .40 
      

 F-measure .1634  .2910 .3190 
      

Dataset 2 Precision .32  .36 .39 
      

 Recall .26  .34 .46 
      

 F-measure .4008  .6221 .7890 
      

Dataset 3 Precision .49  .52 .64 
      

 Recall .31  .35 .40 
      

 F-measure .5087  .8012 .9490 
      

Table 1: Comparison of PBO+Apriori, BBO+Apriori and Apriori 
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CONCLUSION: 

After evaluation of parameters like precision, recall and f-measure, we analyze artificial 

intelligence are better optimizer and can reduce calculation with efficient results for big data 

classification in comparison to traditional systems and methodology. We have also compared 

the results of apriori algorithm; apriori with PBO; apriori with BBO where apriori with PBO 

gives the best results. So we can conclude it is a unique blend of a classification algorithm, 

parallelism and artificial intelligence, 

FUTURE SCOPE 

In future we can focus on security of the big data like for security we can apply new secure 

algorithms like RSA and Hill Cipher methods. For further security we can even try password 

secure methods. 
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